DISPOWER is focussed on the management of local power networks with much DG, where stability,
voltage regulation are dominant goals. They mainly consider reactive power, while E-Price is focussed
on the real power flows in the EU power net.
FENIX is focussed on the aggregation of small, local producers into Large Scale Virtual Power Plants
(LSVPP) and represent them in power markets. E-Price fully supports those LSVPP entities in the
power markets, will describe the required interface between them and the other participants in the
EU power markets, but does not cope with their internal organisation.
VSYNC is focussed on the power frequency behaviour of aggregated decentralized generation
without taking markets into account. TUE participates in this project.
The base line ideas
E-PRICE: Program responsible parties
One of the goals in the E-Price project remains as defined for microgrids: to optimally exploit close
proximity of DG and consumers in enhancing local reliability and efficiency. However, in addition to
this, our main goal is to use the price-based control paradigm to optimally exploit the benefits of
large-scale networking at the same time. For that purpose, we will introduce Program Responsible
Parties (PRP) and define them as the main building blocks of a power system in its economical,
control and reliability “layers”. We will uniquely define behavioural protocols for the PRPs, their
optimal control algorithms and unified ICT interfaces, making a step beyond state-of-the-art in the
filed of power system restructuring. Our research activities are not only concentrated inside a single
PRP, but most importantly, our goal is to design efficient control schemes for coordination and time
synchronization of PRPs actions, so that the overall system benefits are maximized while the crucial
global constraints and satisfied. This global approach is a necessity in defining the optimal ICT
infrastructure of a power system.

Figure 1.5: Operational structure, its main building blocks and ICT interfaces in future power system as
envisioned in E-Price project. Local objectives and constraints from the physical system are reflected
through Program Responsible Parties (PRPs) to the markets and system operators which are responsible
for satisfaction of crucial global objectives and overall system reliability.
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